Event Cancellation
The planning, production and staging of events can involve
ever-increasing elements of risk. Television and satellite
coverage, sponsorship, integrated marketing, corporate
hospitality and merchandising have all added to the
complexity of managing an event.

Chubb offers flexible Event Cancellation
insurance with considerable capacity
and the ability to tailor each policy to
the particular needs of each occasion
and client. Protection can be provided
for Loss of Expenses, Revenue or Profit.
In addition, our Policy will pay the extra
expense incurred by the insured to
prevent the cancellation, interruption or
postponement of an event.
Why do your clients need specialist
Event Cancellation insurance?
Every event is different, with unique
risks. Whether the event is indoors or
outdoors, lively or intimate, some things
remain out of your client’s control.
Policy offering
Chubb’s Event Cancellation Policy
provides insurance against losses
resulting from the cancellation,
interruption or postponement of an
event which is beyond the control
of the client.
Appetite
We like to insure
• Event and exhibition organisers
• Conference and tradeshow organisers

•
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•
•
•
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Hospitality events
Theatrical productions
Sporting events – indoor and outdoor
Sponsors
Venue owners
Concerts
Tour promoters
Merchandisers
Corporate clients
Charities
Any party with a financial interest
in an event

Why choose Chubb?
Expertise. Chubb has more than
25 years’ experience in Event
Cancellation Insurance.
Loss control. Chubb’s loss control
specialists have in-depth knowledge
of the events industry and the
risks involved.
Award winning claims service.
Chubb’s claim service is consistently
acknowledged as on of the best.
Strong Financial ratings. This
indicates Chubb’s financial strength and
long-term ability to pay claims.
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Key selling points
Cover/Service

Benefit

Event underwriters
with appropriate authority

Chubb’s dedicated and knowledgeable event underwriters have the necessary
authority to make quick decisions.

Tailored policy

No two clients are the same: the same goes for a Chubb Policy. Chubb ensures the
cover provided is relevant for each customer.

Choice of terms

Chubb has the option to offer terms on either a Costs and Expenses basis or a
Gross Revenue basis.

Fewer exclusions, broader cover

The policy is broader than many competitors with fewer exclusions. Typical
exclusions with other insurers are:
• Seepage and Pollution
• Civil Commotion
• No alteration to the event without written notice beforehand
• No construction at the venue prior to the event

No warranties and
no conditions precedent

Many competitors’ wordings are riddled with warranties and conditions
precedent, which could render cover void in the event of a claim. Chubb has no
such restrictions, giving your clients peace of mind that there will be no surprises
if a loss occurs.

Payment options

Premiums can be charged as deposits allowing the insured some leeway should
business forecasts not be met. Instalment options can also be offered to assist
cash flow.

Payment of loss

Chubb state that payment of loss will be made within 30 days of receipt and
agreement of a proof of loss.

Other insurance in place

Chubb will allow for other insurance to be in place. Most will not allow this
without changing the terms and conditions.

Case studies
Case background

The Chubb advantage

A major event in the British equestrian calendar was scheduled to be held in the
summer. A period of extremely wet weather left the venue in a position where
it was unsafe for both participants and spectators. The day before it was due to
start, the event was cancelled.

Chubb insured the event organiser
against its costs and expenses as well as
its expected profit from the event.

A conference due to be held in Hong Kong had to be cancelled due to an
outbreak of a communicable disease.

Chubb paid the irrecoverable costs and
expenses incurred in rescheduling the
event for another time.

An internationally renowned band was scheduled to embark on the next leg of
its world tour. This was taking place across the United States and was cancelled
due to an injury to the lead singer. The shows were cancelled and rescheduled
until the following year.

Chubb paid the costs incurred from
rescheduling the entire tour across
the US.
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Case background

The Chubb advantage

A major sporting was held in the UK under extremely wet conditions. Although
the wet weather didn’t result in the cancellation of the event, extra expenses
were incurred for the event to go ahead for an extra day.

Chubb reimbursed the insured for the
extra expenses incurred in running the
event for an extra day (e.g. extra staff,
transport).

A large outdoor swimming event was due to be held in the UK. Unfortunately,
on the days preceding the event it was established that the venue had developed
a growth of green blue algae and due to health and safety reasons the event
was cancelled.

Chubb reimbursed the insured for its
irrecoverable costs. Chubb then
worked together with the insured,
loss adjuster and broker to enable the
insured to provide the same event
in subsequent years whilst retaining
insurance coverage.

Also available

Contact us

Chubb also offers a Film/TV production
Package and a Photographers’ Package
policy. Chubb can also provide policies
such as D&O, Employers’ Liability,
Group Travel and Accident.

For more information or to obtain
a quote please call your local
underwriting or sales contact.
https://www2.chubb.com/uk-en/
business/entertainment-events.aspx

All content in this material is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute personal advice or a recommendation to any individual or business of any product or service. Please
refer to the policy documentation issued for full terms and conditions of coverage. Chubb European Group SE (CEG) is an undertaking governed by the provisions of the French insurance code
with registration number 450 327 374 RCS Nanterre. Registered office: La Tour Carpe Diem, 31 Place des Corolles, Esplanade Nord, 92400 Courbevoie, France. CEG has fully paid share capital of
€896,176,662.
UK business address: 100 Leadenhall Street, London EC3A 3BP. Supervised by the French Prudential Supervision and Resolution Authority (4, Place de Budapest, CS 92459, 75436 PARIS CEDEX
09) and authorised and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from us on
request. You can find details about the firm by searching ‘Chubb European Group SE’ online at https://register.fca.org.uk/
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